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Henrietta - Pillow 

 

I’ve had som balls of Stonewashed XL (by Scheepjes) in my stash for a while now. The plan 

has always been to make a pillow out of them, but I’ve not gotten the inspiration on what 

kind, until just a few days ago, when I finally just knew! This was also first time knitting with 

this yarn and I’m completely sold. Can’t believe I waited so long until I got started, it’s so 

fluffy and soft and knits up so fast! 

Material 

Yarn: Scheepjes Stonewashed XL in the colors Tourmaline (pink) # 876, 2 balls, Moon Stone 

(white) # 841 3 balls and Green agate (turqoise) # 855 2 balls. 

Knitting needles: Circular needles 60 or 80 cm, 5 mm. 

Gauge: 19 stitches /10 cm according to ballband, but I got 16 stitches/10 cm. 

Size: Fits a pillow that is 50 * 50 cm. 

Other stuff: Yarnneedle, 5 buttons, needle and thread suitbable for your chosen buttons  

and a crochethook 4,5 mm. 
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Pattern ”zigzag”: 

Pattern should be divisible by 18 + 1. 

If the last stitch on the previous row is knit then the first stitch on the next row will be 

purled, and if the last stitch of the previous row is purled, the first stitch of the next row will 

be knit. 

Row 1: Purl with turqoise and pink and knit with white. 

Row 2: k1, make 1 left, *k7, SK2P, k7, Make 1 right, K1, make 1 left* repeat *-* until you 

have 18 sts on needle: k7, SK2P, k7, make 1 right, k1.  

Start: 

Cast on 91 stitches with white and follow above pattern for 11 rows. NOTE: All new colors 

starts on a row 2. 

*Change to turqoise and knit according to pattern for 20 rows. 

Change to white and knit according to pattern for 10 rows. 

Change to pink and knit according to pattern for 20 rows. 

Change to white and knit according to pattern for 10 rows.* 

Repeat *-* until the work measures 105 cm or fits nicely around the intended pillow, last 

color should be white but with 11 rows instead of 10 rows. Cast off and sew in ends. 

Finishing 

With crochethook 4,5 mm and white yarn. One single crochet in every stitch with right side 

facing you along the cast on edge where you have 5 ”mountains”. In every mountaintop you 

make a chain large enough for the chosen buttons. (I got ch 8). In every ”valley” you sc 2 

together, but skipping the stitch in the bottom. 
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Cut yarn and sew in ends. 

Fold the pillowcase with wrong side facing eachother (see pic), making sure the first and last 

white part overlap, taking care that the buttonholes are on top. I use stitchmarkers instead 

of needles to hold the work in place. 

 

Single crochet along the edge, preferably very close to eachother. 
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Attach the buttons. 
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